PROPHETIC PERSPE CTI\TES
Lesson One

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROPHECY
We will consider 3 thinss today:

o
o
o

I

What is PROPHECY?
The'oWlfY of Prophecy
Some Law of Interpreting Prophecy

WIIAT PROPIIECY IS

There are two kinds or classilications of prophecv-2 kinds of
prophets: Declarative and Predictive.
The earlier p-rophets (Samuel, Elijah, Elisha, Nathan, etc.)were
Declarative Proahets, while the later prophets (Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel,
Zechariah, etc.) were Predictive Prophets,
The Declarative Prophetp. thoushthev sometimes foretolit fuhrre events,
did so in the process of, and as an integral part of their prinary
ministry as Preachers of Rigltteousness-spokesmenfor God. They were
NOT primarily "Foretellers " but mainly "Fortlt-tellers." They were
sent to declare the message of a Holy God to mankind-especially to
His own people; a message which called men to repentance and
obedience.

its stated purpose is Edificatio4 Exhortation and Comfort. It is
predictive ONLY when accompanied by the Gifis of word of w'isdom
and Word of Knowledge.

spokesmenfor God, but they differ form the others in that the major
thrust/component of their messages were pred ictr *-fo r e c as ti ng futur

e

events.

have no

how

Predictive

are in the

Bible. Maybe somebody has tabulated them; I haven't. I only know
that they began in the early pages of Genesis, and continue throughout
the

Bible-right

up to the very last pages of the Revelation.

Just 5 of the
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Predietive Prophets (according to one writer) wrote 3,576 verses cf
predictive prophecy: Moses (475), David (385), Isaiah (985), Jeremiah
(s45) and Ezekiel (ss6)-and these were but a few of the prophets.

Many of these prophecies vet Swait fulfiIlment (and are the subject of
this whole series of studies), but many of them have already been
fulfi lled-ft undr e ds, p erhap s thous ands-ln amaziugglgl[ oil: The rise and
fall of nations; the birth, life, death and resurrection of Christ' to name
but a few.

I want to make iust one observation before moving on to our next
point: The fullilment of Predictive Prophecies (detailed, accurate,
like fortune-tellers who make a few luclry guesses) is the
single greatest testimony to the REALITY OF GOD and the
ABSOLUTE INT'ALLIBILITY OF HIS WORD. ANd fOT thiS TCASON,

nXaCf-oot

the enemies of God and the Btble HATE it---and seek to DISCREDIT
(Predictive ProphecY) :

it

o

,r...nineteenth-century critics coming out of the Enlightenment,
who wanted to discredit the authority of Scripture, attacked
predictive prophecy. The Jesus Seminar argaes thut Jesus was not
even born in Bethtehem- why are they so eager to claim this?
There is a simple resson. An Old Testument prophecy predicted
that this finy village six miles south of Jerusalem would be the
birth place of the Messiah; tf they flgree that Jesus was born in
Bethlehem, they would have a problem of-..trying to explain a
predictive prophecy by saying it had to have heen written after the
facL Their scholarship is simply dishonest (The Dark Side of
Islam).

o

For the same reason many "scholars" believe that therewere
Two Isaiahs-they do not want to acknowledge that Isaiah could
have predicted events hundreds of years ahead of time ( Cyrus)'

This leads us now to consider:

N

THE "WITY' OF' PROPHECY

is it important that we studv prophecy?
first place?

WIIY

WIIY was it given in the

Notto satisfv our idle curiositv. NOT tofascinate or entertain uswhich,I fear, is often the motivation for such study- And, I have to
admit that the study of prophecy Isfascinating! lt is to me' But,I also
have to tell you that that is a poor-even dangero?.t-reason for our

l.

interesf in this subject fMuch more could be said about this buf we
need to move on).

Th,e studv of prophecy is recommended to us b:t the Lord Himself;,
Rev. L:3:

2.

o

"The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto Him, to show
unto His servants things which must shortly come to pass; and He
sent and signified it by His angel unto His servant John: wo bare
record of the lV'ord of God, and of the testtmony of Jesus christ, and
of all things that he saw (notice what Prophecy is called; all true
prophecy centers around Jesus Christ). "Blessedis that
READETH, and they that HEAR the words of this prophery, and
KEEP those things which are written therein: for the time is at

hand."

Prophecy was never meant to be an object of curiosify or
sensationalism, but of careful, thoughtful attention to its message; to
fuEAD, HfulR & KEEP If we do that, we will be blessed.

3. Pronhecv is an open window to the future: Througlt Prophecyv)e ere
given neededwarnings meant to enable us to PKEPAfuE FORTHE
FUTURE:
(Gen. 41). A deadly famine was about to strike Egypt and
surrounding countries. fn IIis wisdom and mercy God chose to
make this fact known. I{hat if God had not spokenthis prophetic
Word? What if there had been no ear to hear (Joseph alone)?
Ylhat if they had not heeded? The whole history of the world
would have been altered! when Godreveals thefuture to us it is
SO WE CAN TAKE NECESSARY ACTIONz Deut. Z9:29z,r...rhat
we may I)O..."

Whv did God have Noah preach a 100 vear long illustrated
sermon before the flood? To save thosewho wouldbelieyel Heb.
lIzT: "Byfaith, Noah being warned..."
Whv did God warn Moses of the comins Death Aneel? So he
could apply the blood!
Whv did God send Jonah to Nineveh? Because hated? No! To
give opportunity to repent!

o

Church Historv tells us that when Titus invaded Jerusalem (70
A.D). some escaped. WIIO? Those who remembered and
believed thewords of Jesus in Luke 2l:20: "Andwhenye shall see
Jerusalem compas sed with armies... "

4.

Prophecv is given to encourage us and to keep hope alive in
difficult times. I want to give you just one illustration of this:

o

At thetime of Christ's first comins there was a lot ofR-ELIGIAUS
ZEAL but very little SPIfuITUAL INTEfuEST/LIFE. But there was
some. Israel had been through 600 very difficult years; for the
past 400 years there had been no voice from God. But before
that time there had been a clarion voice predicting those daysANDforetelling a Coming Deliverer. Most of Jesus'generation
were not ready to receive Him. For the few that were (Joseph,
Mary, Zecbariah., Elizabeth, Anna, Simeon)-there was a
REASON: IT WAS THEIR ATTENTION TO PROPHECY: LUKE
2t25 szys that Simeon was "...waitingfor the consolation ftope) of
Israel..- " And because of this HOPE (born of Prophecy)rltewas
just, devout, Holy Ghost upon him, listened to the Spirit, led by
Spirit. fle was ready when Jesus showed up-and he knew Him!

o

The RAPTURE of the Church is called "ThatBlessed Ilope!"
lVhat is that "hope" based on? If it is real, it is based on The
Promises of God (300): Predictive Prophecy. YES' we need to be
warned not to slumber like the foolish virgins; YES' we are
warned against becoming entangled in the affairs of this life like
those of the days of Lot. But the most powerful stimulus we can
have is to allow the PROPHETIC WORD to enflame our hearts
with HOPE. Because it is 6oto them that look for Him (with
eager anticipation) that He will appear the 2nd time!

5. Prophecy is meant to move us to prayer. When God was about to
destroy Sodom, he asked: "Shall I hide..." NO! WI[Y? Because
"friend?" Yes! But an even more important reason: So he would have
opportunity to pray for his nephew involved in that wicked scene.
Abraham took advantage of that opportunify! ARE WE DOING THE
SAME? Does our hearing of Prophetic Truth make us SMUG' or does
it make us WEEP. (Read Ezek 33:30-33).

UI

HOW TO INTERPRET PROPHECY

There is much confusion about the interpretation of prophecv. You
can read 5 books, listen to 5 preachers, and get 5 interpretations of a

single prophecy.

WIIY is this so? Is it because prophecy is so hopelessly
complicated that we can never hope to understand it? I
submit to you that that is not the case!

It allboils

down to a thins ealled hermeneutics-tbe Science of
Interoretation And the bottom line of hermeneutics is that there are
two basic methods of interpreting Scripture: The ALLEGORICAL
method, and the LITERAL method.
The allesorical method.which many follow. seel<s to SPfR-IT(JALIZE
the scriptures, by finding in them some hidden or secondary meaning.
The literal method, on the other hand, takes the words atface value,
giving them the sense they commonly have.

Now-it

is outside the scope of this brief study to examine these
methods of interpretgtion. I just want to say this much:

o

The allegorical method of interpretation has given rise to much
confusion. When you abandon the plain, obvious meaning of
words, when you disregard the historicity of a Scriptural
utterance and try to read some secondary tospiritualtt meaning
into it, you open yourself to endless theories. You are at the
mercy of the interpreter.

o

As one man has said: "It does not draw out the legitimate
meaning of the author's language, but foists it into whatever the
whim or fancy of the interpreter may desire."

o

Tlre altegorical methad is of great help to those who wish to
fashion the Scriptures to their doctrine, instead of the other way

around!

And let me add this: We learn how to interpret prophecy by seeing
how prophecy has beenfa$illed. Study the prophecies already fullilled!
What you will learn is that it is alwaysfulJilled LITERALLY (The
prophecies of the birth, life, death of Christ, etc.).

Now-basicallv the rules which apply to the interpretine of all other
scrinture also apoly to prophecy. HOWEVER-there are some
SPECIAL PROBLEMS to be found in the interpretafion of prophecybecause of some of the METHODS USED in conveying the prophecy.

f want to giye you 5 rules:
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1. TNTERPRET rr LTTERALLY. Take the words atJuce value. Treaf
them as if read the newspaper. Dontt be forever looking for some
hidden, mysterio us meaning.

Let me give you some examples of how foolish. and ulfimately
dangerous" it is to tr"v to allegorize or spiritualize evervthins in the
Bible:

o
o
o

Rev. 6:12: Earthquake-break up of society. Sun darkenedChrist rejected; God dethroned.
Rev. 7: The 144,000-ail sorts of claims otherthan the plain,
simple statement of Scripture-Jews.
Rev. 8:10: Star falling-the fall of the Pope.

Now-this is nol to sav that there is rzo svzbolisrz in the Bible. Actually
it abounds with allegories, types, parables and symbols. Let's talk about
some of these for a moment:

(I) ALLEGORIES. An allegory is an extended parable. Song of
Solomon. Gzl.4:2L-3I: Sarah & Hagar-Law and Grace-two covenants-V. 24: "lfh.tch things are an allegory. Notice 3 thines:

o
o
o

Paul, in interpreting this allegory in no way denies or alters the
historical setting. That is importantl,
It is the only one in the tr/l- So it does not justis the gencral use
of this method. Neither CHfuIST nor THE APOSTLES used itever!
"These is all the difference possible in interpreting a Scriptural
allegory, on the one hand, arnd.the allegorizing of a plain Scripture
on the other hand.

(2)

PES--one thing standing for another. A type begins with the
cbncrete (the thing known), and moves to the abstract (the thing not
Known): Brazen Serpent- Tabernacle. Both the type and the
Ante type are LITERAL. Types are not open to the whim of the
interpreter, but have a definite, single, designed, meaning.

(3)

SYMBOLS & FIGUKES OF SPEECH. The Bookof Revelation is
full of symbols. When synbolic or figurative language is used. ir is
indicated in ONE OF THfuEE WAYS:

Lt says so: Lampstands (Rev. 1 :20). Waters (Rev. l7:1, l5).
Dragon (Rev. 13:3,9).
It is so u$ed elsewh_ere: Beast @ev. 13:1, 2;Dan.7:4_7). Horns
Game references) . Sun, moon, s/ars (Rev.
Gen. 3l'i).
The context-and sometim es by common sense: "BEH)LD THE
LAMB... "

li:I;

,_.

. If peter l:20:
prophecy of the scripture is of any
No
prophecy can be interpreted without relating it
ta ihe rest ofprophecy.
AII of it must be harmonized. No one receiv es a speciar revelation
contrary to the whole body of truth. (Kiileen: HoIy Ghost).

piiott@mfion.,,

" ---no

IrrsroRrcAlly. Before we can understand a prophecy, we must
understand, its historicar background: Time, prace, circumstances,
cusfoms, who speaking, to whom, etc. tnN WnCtNS.
3-

. fn many prophecies there
1.
is a NEAR and a FARview. oft"" t*" wtd-Iy separatelvents
orthings
may be brought together in a single prophecy. ihi" *u"
done because
the prophet had a message for his oin doy,as well as
forfuture
days;:

o
o
o
o
o

Gen- 3:15:
,"1wiil put enmity...thy seed.-.her seed...it shall brutse
thy head...thou bruise his heer..." snake/human beings;
SatanlChrist. Rom. 16:20.
Psa.22: David/Crucifixion of Christ.
rsa- 7:14: "Behold a virgin..." A child in days of Ahazrchrist:
Matt.1z23-.14: King of Babyron/satan
6rzenet 2g: King

Tyre/Satan).
Isa. 28:11: ,,For witlt stammering lips....

Isa.l4z4;

l2-l Cor.l4:Zl.

o

ofJudah.

5.

. This law deals with
the habit of some of the prophets ort"Gr.ol@.nts together_the
habit of recordingpresent andfuture events
continuous
^siitneywere
and successive, when in fact there may be thousand-s
of years befween
the events. They saw major events as great mountain pearr.s
nta distance
without seeing the valleys in between:

o

..

::

Isaiah 61:l{: "The Spirit of the Lord God...,, Luke 4i6_Zl: ,,To
preach the acceptable year of the Lord. And He closed
the

*...the
book...this dry is thts Scripturefuffiled..." Revealing that
day vengeance of our God..." is yet fufure-though in the
orignal prophecy only a CO1\4I!IA seitarates them.

o

Lnke 2l:2O-24: " And'

8

wheh ye'shall sde Jerusal em.cbmpas s e d w ith

armies, then lcnow that the desolation thereof is nigh'...thenflee..The desfruction of Jenrsalem, 70 A.D. But Matt 24:15'21,
recording the same prophecy makes it clear that the Great
Tribulation is in view.

"

Study Notes

PROPHETIC PERSPECTIYES
Lesson Two

THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME

I

THE RAPTURE

The next maior event:

t

Scriptural basis: I Thessa.4:13-18; I Cor. 15:51-58; Phil. 3:20-21; John l4zl-3; Luke
2l:34-38.

o

The Rapture and the Second Coming are different events which occur at different times.

II

TITE JUDGMENT SEAT OF CHRIST & THE MARRIAGE SUPPER

OF'THE LAMB
The exact time of these two events is not stated in scriptur*but it seems clear that both
will occur during the 7 year period of The Tribulation; the Judgment Seat, at the beginning,
The Marriage Supper at the end.

I

The Judgment Seat fBerna)was a raised platform from which awards were given at the
Grecian Games (Olympics). This indicates the nature of the Judgment Seat: a time of
Rewards rather than a time ofjudgment. The details of it are given in I Cor. 3:18-15 and
II Cor.5:10. The time is indicated in II Tim. 4:8; Rev. 4:4; Rev.l9:8.

l

The Maruiage Supperl. the beginning of the celebration of the consummatton of the union
of Christ and His Bride: Eph. 5:25-33; Rev. l9z7-8. Whether it will be a litersl "supper"
is yet to be seen.

III

THE REVELATION OF ANTICHRIST

Simultaneous with the rapture will be the appearance of a
ANTICHRIST:

-

ryera 'world retler-

l II Thessa. 222,317 reveal the time of his coming
t Daniel chapters 7r9,ll tell somethingaf where he will come from
t Rev. 6:2, he is seen as the White Horse Rider-n symbol of conquest through diplomacy.
l Rev. 13, he is seen as The Beast
g II Thessa 2:4, the rebuilt Jewish Temple will be the place of his Headquarters and
Throne during the last half of the Tribulation

IV

ANTICHRIST'S COVf,NAJ\T WITH ISRAEL

Antichrist will make a 7 year peace treaty with Israel, guarantceing their security. They
will trust in this treaty to the point of disarmament: Dan.7z27;F;zek. 38:11; Isa. 28:15.

V

TI{E OPENING OF TITE 6 SEALS OF'JUDGMENT

Revelation chapter 6 details the opening of the "seals" of judgment by Christ Himself (Rev.
5:5). This acf will result in War, Famine, Pestilence, Upheavals in nature, e/c. Men will
recognize these as expressions of God's wrath and wilt seek to hide themselves from it:
Rev. 6:16-17; Isa. 2zl9-21.

During these upheavals sociefy will continue to function in a more or less normal fashion:
Daniel 8:25; Rev. 18-9-19.

vI

THE SEALTNG OF 144,000 JEWS AND THE CONVERSION OF A
MULTITUDE OF GENTILES

Rev. 7:4-8 give the number and names of the twelve tribes of Israel. These are saved at the
beginning of the Tribulation and supernaturally preserved until raptured.

A great multitude of Gentiles will be saved as well: Yv.9-7, " .-.a gleat multitude, which no
min could number, of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues... "
WHO ARtr THESE? Read. [I Thessa.2:9-12.

VII

ISRAEL WILL BE IFIVADED BY A GREAT NORTTIERI\ CONFEDERACY
OF NATIONS

This story is told in Ezekiel33-39.
Many teachers see this as a coalition of Arab nations led by Russia. The purpose of this
invasion (33:12-13) is to "take a spoil. " It is also suggested that there is another purposenamely to forestall Antichrist's control of the Middle East.
Others, however, identiff this battle with Armageddon (Zechariah 14 and Rev. 19). These
believe that Antichrist will have earlier conquered Russia (Dan. ll:44) and will himself be
t}1e "Gog" of Ezekiel 38. He will then lead this coalition of nations-along with "the kings
of the eith and of the whole world" (Rev. 16z14) against Jerusalem (Rev. 19).

VIU TIIE ABOMINATION

OF DESOLATION

At the middle of the "week" Antichrist will break his covenant with Israel: Daniel 9227. He
will then set himself up in the Temple in Jerusalem as the sole object of worship (Thessa.
224;Matt.24zl5). This, along with an image made to himo is what is called The Abomination
of Desolation.

IX

THERE IS WAR IN HEAVEN AND SATAN IS CAST OUT

This is recorded in Revelation 12. fn verse 13, the devil sets out to destroy
Israel.
supernaturally hide and preserve them for the last 3 lryears of the Tributation. God will

X

THE GREAT TRIBULATION BEGINS

rt is described in Daniel l2 l andJeremiah 3026-7. rt will last for 7 yezrs,but
thye
it will be confined fo the last 3 lr years. During this time the world will experience: worst of

o The Trumpels and Vials of God's Wrath: g:1; 16:l
s The Fall of Babylon: Chapters 17 & lg
I Armageddon: Rev. l.4zl4;19:11; Zechanah l4zl
I Thejudgment and, destruction of Antichrisr: Daniel r:11; Rev. 19,20
XI

TIIE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST AND THE JUDGMENT OF TIIE
NATIONS

Rev. 14:14'2A; l9:ll; Matt. 24:29'31. Again, the distinction befween
this coming and the
rapture must be noted.

XII

THE MILLEIINIUM

Rev. 20:1-3

I
tl'
i
XIII

z

the binding of satanfoilowed

by

1000years ofpeace:

Christ will reign in Jerusalem (Isa. 927), andDavid will be his co-regent (Jere.
30-9)
The 12 Apostles will sit on 12 thrones judging the 12 tribes of Israel:
Matt. 19:2g
Believers will reign with Christ: Rev.20:4
There will he no more hurf or war: rsa.2:4; Micah 4:r-5.
THE LOOSING OF SATAN AND TI{E FINAL WAR

Rev.20:7-9.

XIV

THE CONFINING OF' SATAN,TO HELL

Rev.20:10.

XV

THE GREAT WHITE THRONE JUDGMENT

Rev' 20:11-15. This will be principally a judgment of sinners. The
Christian has been
judged at the cross, and at the Judgment seat of
christ.

XVI
lI

THE RENOVATION OF'THE EARTH BY FIRE

Peter 3:1-tr3; Isa. 65:17

XVII

THE NEW JERUSALEM AND THE ETERNAL AGES

Rev.21:1-2;22.

THE HEART OF PROPHECY
Lesson Three

PART II
The Visions of Daniel
(Chapters 2-3, 7-12)

THE VISION OF WORLD EMPIRES
(Chapter 2)

This is first of THE VISIONS OF DANIEL.
Let me summarize this chapter:


King Nebuchadnezzar had a dream (saw a vision). He was deeply
troubled.

He couldn’t remember the dream.

He called for

astrologers, etc. They couldn’t tell dream or meaning. He was
angry, threatened, sent to round up all magicians—including
Daniel. Daniel asked: “Why the haste?” He asked for time, went to
Hananiah, Mishael and Azariah (3 Hebrew Children), and asked
them to pray. God came and revealed the dream and its meaning
to Daniel. He praised God, presented himself to king, and said:
“No man can interpret, but there is a God in heaven, etc.” “He is
making known to you (by this dream) ‘…what shall be in the later
days...’ (V. 28), “…what shall come to pass hereafter!” (V. 29).


In verse 31 he tells Nebuchadnezzar his dream:

“You saw a

GREAT IMAGE whose brightness was excellent and its form
terrible: A head of fine GOLD, breast and arms of SILVER,
belly/thighs of BRASS, legs of IRON, feet part of IRON, part of
CLAY. You saw until a STONE cut out without hands smote the
image at its feet and broke into piece. The image became like chaff
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to blown away by the wind, and the STONE GREW INTO A GREAT
MT. that filled the whole earth.”


In verse 36 he begins to give the interpretation: “You, O King, are
the HEAD OF GOLD—a King of Kings! After you there will arise
another kingdom inferior to you (as SILVER is inferior to gold),
and then a third kingdom symbolized by BRASS which will rule
over all the earth. And a fourth which will be strong as IRON.
And finally you saw, represented by the mixture of iron/clay, still
another kingdom which will have those elements of strength and
weakness.”



Verse 44, “And in the DAY OF THOSE KINGS (10 kings represented
by l0 toes) shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never
be destroyed…”



He concludes in verse 45: “God hath made known to the king what
shall come to pass HEREAFTER….” Some of it is still “hereafter”.

The sum of this vision is an OVERVIEW of what the NT calls “THE TIMES
OF THE GENTILES.”

(Not to be confused with “The Fullness of the

Gentiles”). The “Times of the Gentiles” is that period of history (past,
present and future) when the nation of Israel is under gentile control:
Luke 21:24, “…and Jerusalem shall be trodden of the Gentiles, until the TIME
OF THE GENTILES be fulfilled.”


The “Times of the Gentiles” began with the invasion of Jerusalem in
606 B.C. (the deporting of Judah to Babylon), and will continue
until Antichrist and the nations of the world who stand in
opposition to God and His people will be crushed at Armageddon.
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BABYLON (as indicated in the vision) was the FIRST OF THESE
KINGDOMS (from Daniel’s day onward; actually preceded by Egypt and
Assyria, but Israel was not yet permanently subjugated). Its rule lasted
only a little over 70 yrs. It began with Nebuchadnezzar’s father, came to
power under Nebuchadnezzar, and ended with Belshazzar.


It is represented by the HEAD OF GOLD because it is superior to all
succeeding empires: an absolute monarchy. The GOLD also spoke
of the wealth and splendor of Babylon.

(See Halley’s Bible

Handbook)

Babylon was overthrown and succeeded by THE DUAL KINGDOM OF
MEDIA AND PERSIA. At the end of 70 years, mighty Babylon (as predicted
by Isaiah/Jeremiah) came to a sudden end.

WHY?

Because it was

dissolute and defiant? Yes, but primarily because God was finished with
them. They had served their purpose in relation to Israel. Time had come
for Israel to go home.



5:30-31: “In that night was Belshazzar the king of the Chaldeans
slain. And DARIUS THE MEDIAN took the kingdom…”



Darius was succeeded by the stronger part of the kingdom, the
Persian king, CYRUS. More than 100 yrs before this time, Isaiah
(44:28; 45:1-4) had prophesied of this Persian king, called him by
name, and called him “God’s anointed”, predicting that he would
release the Jews and order them to return to Jerusalem to rebuild
the city (this was fulfilled in Ezra 1:1-4).



Notice in 2:39 that Nebuchadnezzar is told that the kingdom to
follow him would be “inferior” to his kingdom, as SILVER is
inferior to GOLD. IN WHAT WAY WAS IT INFERIOR? Both in
wealth and power!

Babylon was an absolute monarchy
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(Nebuchadnezzar did according to HIS will). But Media-Persia
was a coalition government, ruled by law. Further, Media-Persia
probably never attained the splendor of Babylon.

Media-Persia, in turn, was conquered by GREECE—under the leadership
of Alexander the Great, represented by an even more inferior metal:
BRASS.


Though famous in history, Alexander’s kingdom ended after only
eight years when he died of drunkenness and fever at age 33.

The FOURTH KINGDOM envisioned by Nebuchadnezzar was ROME
(though not named). It is represented by IRON, because (verse 40): “As
iron that breaketh all these (the previous kingdom) it shall break in pieces
and bruise.”


IRON represents two contradictory things: (1) STRENGTH (as iron
is stronger than gold; Rome was a rapacious, cruel, destructive,
kingdom); (2) DEBASEMENT (in Rome the imperialism of Babylon
was tempered by constitutional government--actually elected by the
people—though it didn’t rule by the consent of the governed).



Scofield: “There is a deterioration in FINENESS, but an INCREASE
IN STRENGTH. Then, there comes the deterioration of the 4th kingdom
in that very quality, STRENGTH: (1) Deterioration by Division—the
kingdom divided into two “legs” (Eastern and Western Empires), and
these are again divided into KINGDOMS, the number of which, when
the STONE smites the image, will be TEN; (2) Deterioration by
admixture (IRON/CLAY).”
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Thus we come to the most interesting and significant part of the vision
(to us) because it is YET FUTURE (though some of it is present tense).

When you compare this vision with 7:7-8 you learn that at some point
this IRON KINGDOM will become TEN KINGDOMS. And—we are
not left to guess WHEN. Verse 44: “And in the DAYS OF THESE
KINGS shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom which shall never be
destroyed.” The “Days of these Kings” is clearly indicated in Rev. l3
and 17:12.

What is predicted is that at the very end of the age there will emerge 10
nations out of (as an extension of) THE ANCIENT ROMAN EMPIRE—not
necessarily occupying the exact territory.


They (these 10) will be a mixture of DICTATORSHIPS and
DEMOCRACIES, and so will not long hold together, but will for
a time form the political and territorial base of Antichrist. (We
have seen in our lifetimes the emergence of a U.S. of Europe with
its own currency).

This is the LAST WORLD EMPIRE—the climax of The Times of the
Gentiles:


Verse 44: “And in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven
set up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed: and the kingdom
shall not be left to other people, but it shall break in pieces and
consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand forever. Forasmuch
as thou sawest the stone was cut out of the mountain without
hands, and it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver
and gold; the great God hath made known to the king WHAT
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SHALL COME TO PASS HEREAFTER: and the dream is certain,
and the interpretation thereof sure.”

The thing that is to break this federated kingdom into pieces is a STONE
which is CUT OUT WITHOUT HANDS, which BECOMES A GREAT
MOUNTAIN AND FILLS THE WHOLE EARTH. That “stone” is CHRIST
AND HIS KINGDOM. (Isaiah. 2:2)
Observe these facts:
(1) “WITHOUT HANDS” always means SUPERNATURALLY—without
human assistance. This describes both the nature of the kingdom
and method of Antichrist’s destruction (Rev. 19; Zech 14).

(2) The Kingdom’s emergence to fill all the earth is AT THE END OF
THE AGE—it comes after the destruction of the kingdoms of this
world.

There is a gradual coming together of the Kingdom

(Mustard seed, etc.), but ITS FINAL VICTORY is EVIDENT, SUDDEN
and COMPLETE (Isaiah 9:6-7).

(3) This Kingdom will STAND FOREVER.


Remember this: In the 2,500 years which have passed since
Daniel’s day, most of this vision has been fulfilled in
amazing detail (proven by history). Who then can doubt
that the rest of it will be fulfilled with the SAME
EXACTNESS.

V.

45:

“The

dream

is

certain…the

interpretation sure…”


The history of man is a history of DECLINE—which will end
in destruction. This world (society) is not salvageable. It
must, and WILL, be destroyed and replaced!

THE KING IS COMING!
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THE HEART OF PROPHECY
Lesson Four

THE IMAGE OF GOLD
CHAPTER 3
Without reading this whole chapter, let’s rehearse the story:


King Nebuchadnezzar has made an image (statue) of gold: 60 cubits
tall, 6 cubits wide. He set it up on the “plain of Dura”—so could be
seen far and wide, to accommodate a massive crowd (127 provinces).
He sends messenger throughout the kingdom to all princes, governors,
and officers to come to the “dedication” of the image. Failure to
comply was predetermined: they would be burned alive. All came, and
all bowed in worship—except 3 Hebrew boys. Nebuchadnezzar is
furious: “I’ll give you another chance." They again refused and were
thrown into the furnace. God delivered and Nebuchadnezzar said:
“Blessed be the God of Sadrach, Meshach and Abdnego, who hath sent
his angel, and delivered his servants who trusted in him...”

In this chapter we have a phenomenon that is common to Old Testament
prophecies: the combining of History and Prophecy. There is in much of
Israel’s History (in the Bible record of that history) what is called The Law of
Double Reference—meaning that the record of the historical event has a
reference to something beyond that event.

That is not to say that those

historical events are allegorical or parabolic (to be “spiritually” interpreted)—
they are NOT).

The passage before us is HISTORICAL, but it is at the same

time PROPHETIC. Unlike some of the more direct prophecies in this book,
we have here what might be called PROPHECY BY TYPE.
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I see three major prophetic messages in this passage:

I

THE IMAGE OF GOLD

We are not told when or why Nebuchadnezzar erected this magnificent statue.
At the end of chapter 2, after Daniel had interpreted The Vision of the Empires
(“The Times of the Gentiles”), Nebuchadnezzar falls on face before Daniel,
declaring: “Of a truth it is that your God is a God of gods, and a Lord of
Kings.” But—with the passing of time (perhaps 18 to 20 years) the king has
had a change of heart. The true God is forgotten and he now projects another
object of worship.

Whether this IMAGE OF GOLD was inspired by his vision of that IMAGE
WITH THE HEAD OF GOLD, we are not told. It seems likely. Daniel had
told him that HE was that HEAD OF GOLD, that he would be succeeded by a
series of increasingly inferior empires which would end in the total destruction
of all nations. Maybe in making this image ALL OF GOLD he is denying and
defying the divine Word. Maybe he is saying: “Babylon will last FOREVER;
its glory will NEVER fade!” “See, this image has no feet of clay."


May I insert here that The HUMANISTIC SPIRIT does not like the
teaching that the human race and its institutions are in decline; that
they are all tending toward decay and death, that it will all one day
come to an end!



Their message is: “I’m OK, you’re OK!” “Everything is getting better
and better; the human race is moving toward UTOPIA.”



But following World Wars I and II, it is said, even the staunchest of
these began to doubt their own gospel and many now preach a message
of despair!
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The GOLDEN IMAGE reminds us of, and is probably prophetic of, another
image, spoken of first by Daniel (9:27; 11:31; 12:11), calling it “The
Abomination which makes desolate!” This image is referred to by JESUS in
Matt. 24:15, telling us where it will be placed: in the “Holy Place” in the
Temple.

PAUL also talks about it in II Thessa. 2:3-4.

And its final

fulfillment is found in Rev. 13:11-15.


“And I beheld another (2nd) beast coming out of the earth; and he had two
horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon. And he exerciseth all the
power of the first beast before him, and causeth the earth and them which
dwell therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was healed.
And he doth great wonders so that he maketh fire come down from heaven
on the earth in the sight of men, And deceiveth them that dwell on the earth
by means of those miracles which he had power to do in the sight of the
Beast; saying that they should MAKE AN IMAGE TO THE BEAST, which
had the wound by a sword and did live. And he had POWER TO GIVE
LIFE TO THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST, that the IMAGE OF THE
BEAST should both speak, and cause as many as would not worship THE
IMAGE OF THE BEAST should be killed.”

What was the purpose of the king setting up this image?

Was it to bring glory

to himself? Without a doubt this was part of it. That image represented
himself, his kingdom and his glory (Daniel 4:30). But there was another, more
significant reason: To consolidate to himself all of his far-flung kingdom by
using (taking advantage of) MAN’S INNATE RELIGIOUS INSTINCTS.

I doubt that Nebuchadnezzar was trying to make himself a GOD (though that
is possible).

Probably, he was seeking to unify his kingdom through a

STATE RELIGION:


The later ROMAN EMPIRE did the same, but they went beyond this
and compelled men to offer incense and say, “Caesar is Lord!”
Neither Nebuchadnezzar nor the Caesars cared how many other gods
they worshipped, so long as they gave allegiance to HIS IMAGE.



And that is exactly what ANTICHIRST WILL DO. II Thessa. 2:4 says
that he will set himself up in the Temple and declare himself to be God!
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The False Prophet will make an IMAGE of Antichrist, set it up in the
Holy of Holies and COMPEL MEN TO WORSHIP IT on pain of
death.
Now—preceding this time, during the 1st half of Tribulation, Antichrist
will USE RELIGION to serve his ends. In Rev. 17:3 he is seen supporting
a woman (who, incidentally has the same character and spirit of Babylon—
that woman represents all corrupt religion joined in one body). But—in V.
l6 he is seen destroying her.


There has long been developing in this world a “WORLD
CHURCH”: (1948).

There is also a “National Council of

Churches.” These, along with a host of other humanistic religions
and false religions, will join hands with a WORLD POLITICAL
SYSTEM and help bring Antichrist to power.

But when this

“church” has served his purpose, he will destroy her (all religion)
and create his own STATE RELIGION and compel all men to bow
down to it. Dan. 11:38: “Neither shall he regard the God (“gods”) of
his fathers…nor regard ANY god: for he shall magnify himself above
all. But in his estate (instead of these) shall he honor the GOD OF
FORCES (munitions; fortresses): and a god whom his fathers knew not
shall he honor…” And verse 39 calls this god a “strange god.” This
may refer to his own military might or kingdom, or to nature (pantheism)
or New Ageism. But whatever it will be, he will be the supreme head,
claiming to be God Himself.

Notice now the SIZE of this image: 60 cubits (90 ft.) high and 6 cubits (9 ft.)
wide. This is neither accidental nor incidental. Seven is the number of divine
completeness. Six is the number of man (created on 6th day, etc.). Six is that
which falls short of seven. The number of Antichrist (Rev. 13:18) is “the
number of a MAN” ( 666; three sixes). He is the one who claims to be God but
falls short.
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One more interesting note about the image (this may or may not be significant;
I think it is). Notice the use of MUSIC in inducing people to worship this
image (verses 5, 7, 10, 15). The repetition seems to indicate the importance of
this music. Music has always been a powerful force:


It has been a force for GOOD—a powerful instrument of worship
and inspiration. Many souls have been drawn to Lord through
music. Every significant revival in history has been accompanied
by powerful music.



Another tool that AC will use (according to the Revelation) will be
DRUGS (“sorcery”—PHARMAKIA). These two things (music &
drugs) have been combined to deceive and destroy a generation.
Most rock musicians are drug addicts, anti-government, anti-God. I
believe they will figure largely in preparing the hearts of people for
the Beast and his IMAGE.

Nebuchadnezzar was not the first, nor will he be the last, to attempt to establish
a WORLD GOVERNMENT in opposition to God. NIMROD was the first
(Babel). Antichrist will be the last. All of them have a common heritage
(Babylonism).

II THE THREE HEBREW CHILDREN

When Nebuchadnezzar learned that the three Hebrews had not obeyed his
command he was filled with “rage” and “fury (verse 13).” But he didn’t
punish them immediately. He gave them a second chance. Why? Because he
was kindhearted? No! His enormous pride would not allow him to believe
that anyone would knowingly defy his orders. They must have misunderstood.
So he patiently explained it again, only to learn that they had fully understood
and had no intention of complying
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Now there is little doubt that these three young Jews foreshadow a whole
contingent of Jew, a believing remnant who will pass through the fires of
affliction during the Tribulation but come through unscathed.


Antichrist, like Nebuchadnezzar, will be furious that all men will not
bow down to him and submit to his regime. Many of them will be
killed (Rev. 13:15) by beheading (Rev. 20:4).

But other will be

preserved in the fire (Rev. 7:3, 14,000; Rev. 12:4, the Dragon stands
ready to devour woman’s child, woman flees)

How will Antichrist be able to police the whole world? I think we have the
answer in 3:8: “…CERTAIN CHALDEANS came near and accused the
Jews…” They said to the king, there are men in your kingdom (Jews) who
disregard your orders, etc."

These may have been the same men who later

reported Daniel when he prayed.


The devil has always had his faithful servants who hate the people of
God. Antichrist will have his henchmen all over the world that will
delight to assist in oppressing God’s elect.

I do not believe the Church will be present at that time, but we are already
seeing the spirit of Antichrist at work. The hatred of this world for God's
people is becoming more and more evident: in the media, in politics, in
entertainment, etc. (Unfortunately we have given them a lot of ammunition).
Even before Antichrist comes Christians may have to show what they are made
of.

Notice that before the order to bow was given, there were laws in place to
enforce it. And in Rev. 13 we are told that the False Prophet will have power
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(authority) to cause those who will not worship the image of the Beast to be
killed.


It has long been the agenda of the National Council Churches to control
religious activities in America. To this point they haven’t been too
successful because of the strength of Evangelical Christianity, but when
the Church is gone it will be another story. Increasingly, even today,
laws are being passed to curb the control and activities of the Church
(Prayer in Schools; Hiring of Homosexuals; Hate Crime Legislation,
etc.).



This is prompted by FEAR. Pharaoh tried to kill all the male children
in Egypt because he FEARED them. That is why totalitarian regimes
curb religious freedom (China; Russia; Cuba). All of this is prophetic
of and in preparation for the Man of Sin who is to come.

Many lessons can be drawn from this passage. I want to call attention to just
one: The grace of God can keep us in the severest trials. The human spirit can
endure ANYTHING when The 4th Man walks with us through the fire. AND
HE WILL. God’s cause and people will prevail in this world. We are going to
win this struggle!

III THE EFFECTS OF THIS DELIVERANCE ON NEBUCHADNEZZAR

When Nebuchadnezzar saw the power of God in delivering Shadrach, Meshach
and Abednego, he said: “Blessed be the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abednego…”

This prefigures (prophesies) the response of the world to the victory of Christ
and His people (Church and Israel) over Antichrist.
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After describing the destruction of GOG (Ezek. 38:23), God says,
“Thus will I magnify Myself and sanctify Myself, and I will be known in
the eyes of many nations, and they shall know that I am the Lord.”



Isaiah 59:19, after describing God’s recompense upon His enemies
says: “So shall they fear the name of the Lord from the West, and His
glory from the rising of the Sun.”



Zechariah, speaking of the aftermath of Armageddon (14:16): “And it
shall come to pass that everyone that is left of all the nations which
come up against Jerusalem shall even go up from year to year to
worship the King, the Lord of hosts…”

The kingdom of Antichrist will give way to the Kingdom of God.

The

“Stone” will strike the Image at its feet and turn it to powder.


The New Kingdom will begin with the Conversion of the Nation of
Israel (Zechariah 13; Ezekiel 37).



That will be followed by the conversion or submission of all other
people to the King.

Then Christ will reign in righteousness and His faithful will reign with Him.
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THE HEART OF PROPHECY
Lesson Five

THE FINAL EMPIRE
(Daniel chapter 7)
Here we come to the very heart of end-time prophecy.

Chapter 6 completes the personal history of Daniel. The rest of Book deals
with the Great Prophetic Visions given to Daniel, outlining the course of
history from his day onward to the time of the end (which, of course, includes
our day).

Verse 1 of chapter 7 looks back to the first year of Belshazzar’s reign. At that
time Daniel had a dream (a night vision). In that vision he saw a storm-tossed
sea (Verse 2): “The 4 winds of heaven strove upon the great sea…”


The word “SEA” stands for MASSES OF HUMANITY (Rev. 17:15).
The “FOUR WINDS” speak of DESTRUCTIVE FORCES unleashed by
God’s wrath upon this world (Rev. 7:1-3).

Out of this “sea” of humanity emerge four great “beasts”—one after the other,
each different from the other (Read verses 4-7).


First, A LION with eagles wings (verse. 4)



Second, A BEAR (a lop-sided bear, higher on one side), with three ribs
in its mouth (verse. 5).



Third, A LEOPARD with four heads and four wings on his back (verse
6)
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Fourth, AN UNNAMED BEAST:

“DIVERSE” (verse 19);

“DREADFUL, TERRIBLE, and STRONG EXCEEDINGLY” (verse 7)
So what does it all mean? Verse 17 tells us plainly what it means: “These
great beasts which are four, are FOUR KINGS, which shall arise out of the
earth.”

From chapters 2 and 8 (and onward) we learn who these kings

(kingdoms) are. They are Babylon (the kingdom then in existence), and the
three kingdoms which will follow: Persia, Greece, and Rome..

Now let’s look a little closer at this vision as it is recorded in verses 4-7:

(1) THE LION (verse 4). The lion (again) is BABYLON. We know this
by comparing this vision with chapters 2 and 8 where the succession of
the kingdoms is given. The LION corresponds with the HEAD OF
GOLD in chapter 2. Daniel said this meant Babylon was superior to
all other kingdoms and that Nebuchadnezzar was a king of kings.
Here, in chapter 7, that kingdom is represented by THE KING OF
THE BEASTS, indicating the same facts.


The Eagle Wings on the lion probably speaks of the swiftness of
their conquests. Jeremiah 4:14 says “…his horses are swifter
than EAGLES.”



That the wings are “plucked” (verse 4) may speak of divine
intervention in curbing Nebuchadnezzar’s power (the story of
chapter 4).



That it is made to stand on its feet as a man and is given the
heart of a man may speak of God diminishing his strength and
capacity for dominion (and is a reference to what happened to
Nebuchadnezzar personally).

2. THE BEAR (verse 5). The BEAR (corresponding to the arms/breast of
silver) is MEDIA PERSIA, the kingdom which follows Babylon. The
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Bear is not as swift or efficient as the Lion, but it has great brute
strength. Notice:


It raised up on one side—signifying the fact that one-half of that
dual kingdom would be dominant, namely PERSIA (as history
confirms).



It is instructed to “devour much flesh.” It is said that they
gained their victories by “hurling masses of troops at the
enemy.” Xerxes led (or sent) an army of 2 ½ million men
against the Greeks.



The “three ribs” is supposed by some to represent three
kingdoms: Lydia, Babylon and Egypt which formed an alliance
in an attempt to overthrow Media Persia but was destroyed.

3. THE LEOPARD (verse 6). This 3rd kingdom (the brass belly and
thighs of chapter 2) is clearly THE KINGDOM OF GREECE (and is so
named in 8:21) The swiftness and grace of the leopard agrees with the
historical record of Greece under Alexander the Great:


The four heads and four wings speak of one and the same thing:
The division of the kingdom of Greece into four parts after the
death of Alexander. This is referred to in 8:8, 22. We will talk
about the significance of this when we come to that chapter.

4. THE UNNAMED (non-descript) BEAST (verse 7). This part of the
vision corresponds with the legs and feet of Iron on the image of
chapter 2. This beast (the 4th kingdom from Daniel’s day) is ROME—
both ancient and future.
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As there were Ten Toes on the image, speaking of 10 kings and
kingdoms which will exist at the time of the coming of Christ
(2:44), so there are 10 horns upon the head of this 4th beast.



These 10 horns are identical with the 10 horns on the 7-headed
beast of Rev. 17:11. They represent 10 kings/kingdoms within the
territory of ancient Rome from which Antichrist will ultimately
arise, and which will form the power base of his kingdom.

VERSE 8 brings us to that point in the prophetic visions (the rise of
Antichrist). It extends the vision beyond what is pictured in chapter 2 (which
ended with the destruction of the 10 toes). Note what it says: “I considered
HORNS (upon the fourth beast), and, behold, there came up AMONG THEM
ANOTHER LITTLE HORN.”

This “Little” horn is the one the New Testament calls Antichrist, the Man of
Sin. This chapter gives us some important facts concerning this great end-time
ruler (this is clear from the things said about him). I will share seven of them
with you:

(1) The fact that Antichrist is called a “little horn” (power) very likely refers
to an apparent insignificant beginning. If we are looking at some great world
leader as a prospective Antichrist, we will probably be surprised. This seems
to indicate that he will arise out of obscurity.

(2)

The first thing we are told about him (verse 8) is that he will make war

with, conquer, and destroy three of those ten nations (the confederacy) from
which he will arise.


Verse 24 says he will arise “AFTER” the 10 have been established as a
confederation.
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Rev. 17 confirms this. There Antichrist is called “THE 8TH KING” (the
6th from Daniel’s day). The Revelation account begins with Egypt and
Assyria who are not included in Daniel’s visions.

(3) He has “EYES LIKE THE EYES OF MAN (verse 8). He LOOKS like a
MAN because he IS a man. He is not Satan incarnate. He is not a resurrected
historical figure. Verse11 say he will be KILLED, his body destroyed and
given to the burning flame. This agrees with Rev. 20:10 which Satan is cast
alive into the Lake of Fire “where the beast and the false prophet ARE.” But
there seems to be something special about these EYES (verse 20): “His LOOK
was more STOUT (fierce) than his fellows.” He will mesmerize people with
his LOOK.

(4) He has a MOUTH SPEAKING GREAT THINGS. This is mentioned
three times: Verses 8, 11, 25. Also three times in chapter 11 he is referred to
as a “flatterer.” Rev. 13:5 says “And there was given to him (by Satan) A
MOUTH, speaking great things and blasphemies…”

Verse 6: “And he

OPENED HIS MOUTH in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme His Name,
and His tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven.” (Politicians are much—
too much—admired for their eloquence: Churchill, Reagan, Obama).


He will be a man of GREAT ORATORICAL SKILLS, with
PERSUASIVE POWERS. He will be able to convince the world that
he can bring peace. He will even fool Israel so that she will make a
covenant (peace treaty) with him.

(5) He will make war with the “saints” and will prevail against them (for a
time): verse 21. Not the Christian Saints (Church), but God’s Saints (Israel).
When Jesus or Paul spoke of the “Elect” they meant ISRAEL.

The

Tribulation is “The time of Jacob’s trouble.” This war with the “saints” is
depicted in Rev. 12:

Daniel 7:25 says he will “WEAR OUT” the SAINTS.

They will be harassed to the point of total weariness and despair. And though I
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don’t believe the Church is in this picture at all, there is a sense in which the
spirit of Antichrist is NOW wearing out (wearing down) the saints.

(6) He will take action to “Change Times and Laws” (verse 25). Not human
laws but God’s laws (the divine ordinances and feast days given to Israel).


Remember that at this point the Temple and ancient sacrifices will have
been restored. But he will outlaw the ancient sacrifices. He will defile
the Temple, setting up his own image, the “Abomination of
Desolation.”



11:16, “He…shall do according to his own will, and none shall stand
before him.” His word alone will be law.

(7) He will hold power for 3 ½ years. Verse 25, “Until a TIME, TIMES, and
THE DIVIDING OF TIMES (Rev. 12:14). This period is variously referred to
as 42 months, and a thousand, two hundred and 3 score days. It is the last half
of the Tribulation.

AC will be present the whole 7 years, but his total

dominion will last only 3 ½ years.

Verses 9-10, verse 18, and verses 26-27 tell the story of HIS END, how it is
come about, and what will follow:


Verse 9, “…till thrones were cast down (set, put in place). Verse 26,
“But the judgment shall SIT…” (The Supreme Ct of the universe will
convene).

This is the same picture given in Rev. 5:6-10. It is the

beginning point of what is described in Daniel 2:44: “And in the days
of these kings shall the God of heaven SET UP A KINGDOM.”


Antichrist’s dominion will be taken away (verse. 26).



Then the saints will take over the kingdoms of this world: Verse. 27;
Verse 18.
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Finally, note Daniel’s reaction to this vision: Verses 15 and 28. If we really
understood what is ahead in this age, we would be totally changed—not just
our countenances, but our LIVES!
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THE HEART OF PROPHECY
Lesson Six

ANTICHRIST: HIS NATION OF ORIGIN
(Daniel Chapter 8)
The Book of Daniel, in its prophetic portions, is a progressive, unfolding
revelation. Let’s recap to this point:


Chapter 2: Vision of Image—Head, Arms, Belly, Legs & Toes are
Babylon, Media Persia, Greece, Rome, revised Roman Empire.



Chapter 7:

Vision of 4 Beasts out of Sea—Lion, Bear, Leopard,

Diverse Beast, 10 horns. Same nations as in chapter 2.


But Chapter 7 goes a step farther than chapter 2: Out of the 10 horns
comes a “Little Horn”—Antichrist. (Daniel describes his character,
deeds and end).

Chapter 8 takes us forward still another step. In the 3rd year of reign of
Belshazzar, Daniel had another vision. In verse 2 he tells us where he was:
Shushan, Elam, Ulai. He tells us what he saw. What he saw was:

(1) A RAM (V. 3). It had two horns, one higher than the other. No need
to speculate: V. 20: “The RAM which thou sawest having 2 horns are
the KINGS OF MEDIA AND PERSIA.” The higher horn represented
Persia, the stronger of the two nations (the Bear raised up on one
side—chapter 7).
(2) Next (v. 4) he saw as the Ram “pushed” west, north and south so
powerfully that none could stand before it (until it became very great).
But it is challenged (V. 5) by a “HE GOAT” coming from the west,
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seeming to fill the whole earth. So swift was its advance that it
seemed to be flying. (Read)


This HE GOAT had a “notable horn” in the center of its
forehead (LB: “one very large horn”). As Daniel watched, it
continued its advance until it charged into the Ram with great
anger, knocking it tot the ground, breaking its two horns and
stamping upon it with such fury that it was helpless to resist.
Then the “He Goat” became very great (V.8).



Once again the identity of this “goat” is plainly stated: V. 21,
“The rough goat is the KING OF GRECIA.”

(3) The 2nd phrase of verse 8, though verse 10, marks the next advance in
the revelation: “And when he (the goat, Greece) was strong (had
consolidated its position as a world power) the great horn was
BROKEN.” Just WHO that GREAT HORN was, we know both from
Scripture and from history. V. 21 says, “And the GREAT HORN that
is between his eyes is THE FIRST KING (of Greece).” And we know,
of course, that that king was ALEXANDER.

Verse 8 continues: “And for it (in the great horn’s place) came up “FOUR
NOTABLE ONES toward the four winds of heaven” (exerting their power in all
directions).


It is generally agreed, both by historians and Bible scholars, that what
is pictured here is the breaking up of the Grecian empire in 300
BC into four divisions by four of A.’s generals:
Lysimachus, Seleucus and Ptolemy.

Cassander,

Cassander took Greece and

Macedonia, Lysimachus took Asia Minor (Turkey), Seleucus took
Syria (Iraq and Iran), and Ptolemy took Egypt.
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Then we read (V. 9) some very important words: “And OUT OF ONE OF
THEM came forth a LITTLE HORN which waxed great toward the south, and
toward the east, and toward the pleasant land (Palestine; Israel).”


Here is something we have not yet seen, a new piece of the puzzle.
Here we have a narrowing of the vision in order to pin point THE
PLACE WHERE ANTICHRIST WILL COME FROM!



In chapter 7 we saw that he will come from ONE OF THE 10 NATIONS
(of old Roman empire). HERE we learn that he will come from ONE
OF FOUR OF THESE 10 AREAS. When we get to chapter 11, the
vision arrows even more and we learn from which of these 4 he will
come.

Now, there those who insist that the primary reference here (to the Little Horn,
V. 9) is not to Antichrist, but to the infamous Syrian king, Antiochus
Epiphanes. And there is no question that that historic figure IS in view here.
BUT—he is in view as a divinely intended TYPE OF ANTICHRIST.
Everything that is said of Antiochus may be said of Antichrist—including the
place from which he came.


That all this a reference to Antichrist is confirmed in Verse 23: “”And
in the LATTER TIMES of their kingdoms, etc.” (More later) Verse 13
is clearly a reference to the last half of the Tribulation. Verse 19: “I
will make thee to know what shall be in the LAST END of the
indignation: for at the appointed time shall the end be.”

Let’s notice now what is said concerning this World Ruler (Vv, 10-14; 23-26):

Verse 10: “It (the Little Horn) waxed great to the HOST OF HEAVEN and
cast down some of the HOST and of the STARS to the ground and stamped
upon them.” Most translators/scholars say that this means ISRAEL AND HER
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LEADERS. But reference to the “host of heaven” usually refers to the angelic
host—and this may actually refer to A WAR IN THE HEAVENS (which we
know goes on continually: Rev. 12; Daniel 10).

Verse 11 says that he “…magnified himself to even to the prince of the host…”
(Christ or High Priest?) This he will do by invading the sanctuary of the
rebuilt Temple, halting the daily sacrifices and installing himself as the sole
object of worship (II Thessa. 2 and Matt. 24).

Verse 12: “And an HOST (a mass of followers) was given unto him against
the daily sacrifice by reason of transgression, and it cast down the truth to the
ground; and it practiced and prospered.” Even Hebrew scholars find the
language of these verses difficult. The exact meaning of the words are not
certain, but the message is clear.


The meaning seems to be that this “HOST” (whether human or
supernatural beings) was given over into Antichrist’s hands, resulting
in the stopping of Temple worship and the teaching of the Word—and
that he succeeded in this because God allowed it, because of Israel’s
transgressions (they had returned and rebuilt the Temple in unbelief).

Verse 13, Daniel hears a conversation between to “SAINTS” (holy ones;
angels).

One is asking:

“How long will this desecration be allowed to

continue?” Verse 14: “For 2,300 days; then shall the sanctuary be cleansed
(by the removal of Antichrist and the coming of Christ).” If the defilement is
to continue 2,300 days, that would extend 1040 days into the Millennium—
perhaps until the time Ezekiel’s Temple will be ready. But the more likely
meaning is 1150 morning and evening sacrifices (meaning in the Hebrew).
This would leave110 days to complete the 1260 (3 1/2 yrs). Perhaps that is the
meaning of the Lord’s word’s “except the days be shortened no flesh will be
saved.”
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In verse 23 the description continues:

Verse 23: A king of fierce countenance. An intimidating man the whole world
will be afraid to defy.
Verse 23: Understanding dark sentences. Possibly a reference to his political
savvy, or to his superior intelligence, or to his occult powers (clairvoyance,
precognition, soothsaying; the stage is being set now by New Ageism, Eastern
Mysticism, Astrology, etc.).
Verse 24: His power will be mighty (political, military power). He will also be
given supernatural power: miracles; calling fire from heaven, etc. But it will
not be his own power (Rev. 13:2, the Dragon gives him his power).
Verse 24:

He will destroy wonderfully (in an astounding manner).

So inhuman that people will find it difficult to believe (holocaust).
Verse 24: He will prosper and practice (same as in V. 12). Verse 25:
Through his “policy” he will cause “craft to prosper in his hand.” This is
probably NOT talking about industry; an economic boom (though this may be
part of his appeal: Rev. 18). But this is probably a reference to the success of
his evil designs. He will succeed in all his undertakings.
Verse 24:

He will destroy the mighty and holy people (Israel).

Rev. 13:7: “…given unto him to make war with the saints…”
Verse 25: By PEACE he will destroy many. PEACE will be his guise. By the
promise of peace he will deceive and ensnare many into following him:
Covenant with Israel. (“When they shall SAY PEACE AND SAFETY…”)
Verse 25: He will stand against the Prince of Princes (Christ), but will be
destroyed without hand (human): Rev. 19.

We have already indicated WHEN this will happen:


Verse 23: “In the LATTER TIME of their kingdom (Greece, Syria,
Egypt, etc.), when transgressors are come to the full (when the Spirit of
Lawlessness will reach its climax).
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Verse 17:

“…at the time of the END shall be the vision (its

fulfillment).


Verse 19: “…in the last days of the indignation…” When God is
finally fed up and calls a halt—by judgment.



Verse 26: Daniel is told to “shut up the vision” because it “shall be for
many days” (in the future).

Thus we know that we are not dealing with mere history (Antiochus, Nero,
etc.), but with future events.

Daniel’s reaction is the same as it was to the vision of chapter 7: V. 27, “And I
Daniel FAINTED…” And though he recovered and resumed his duties, he
continued to be astonished by what he had seen.

We need the assistance of the Holy Spirit, not just to fathom all the details of
the prophecies, but to grasp the message and its import.
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THE HEART OF PROPHECY
Study Seven

THE PRAYERS OF DANIEL and THE 70
WEEKS OF YEARS
(Daniel Chapter 9)
Daniel had his first encounter with prophetic revelations in the days of
Nebuchadnezzar.

Then, in the first year of Belshazzar he had another

experience (a vision of his own: the 4 beasts of chapter 7).

In Chapter 8 he

had still another revelation from God.

Then, in chapter 9, he has a somewhat different kind of experience by which
he is brought to an understanding of earlier prophecies.

From this we learn that Daniel is not only a PROPHET, but a STUDENT OF
PROPHECY as well. He says in verse 2:


“I Daniel understood BY THE BOOKS (Jeremiah 29:4-10) the number
of years whereof the Word of the Lord came to Jeremiah the Prophet,
that He would accomplish 70 yrs in the desolation of Jerusalem.” By
the “BOOKS” he was able to understand what was coming.

It was in the understanding of this Word that Daniel was prepared to cooperate
with God in the restoration of Jerusalem.

Verses 3-19 record a POWERFUL PRAYER prayed by Daniel. It is a prayer
of contrition and confession, a prayer which pleads with God for forgiveness
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and restoration. But it was more than a personal devotion; it was of historic
significance—a world-changing prayer. Notice 6 things about this prayer::

1. THE THING THAT PROMPTED HIS PRAYER: An understanding
of The Prophetic Word.

2. THE QUALITY OF HIS PRAYER (intensity, earnestness). Verse 3:
“And I SET MY FACE unto the Lord God by prayer and supplication
with FASTING & SACKCLOTH, and ASHES (signs of deep mourning).

3. Verse 4-16: IT WAS A PRAYER OF CONFESSION:


A confession of SIN and UNWORTHINESS. An acknowledgement
that Israel deserved all that had happened.



Of GOD as a MERCIFUL, COVENANT-KEEPING GOD. Read the
prayer: Verses 4-16.

4. IT IS A PRAYER FOR GOD’S HOUSE & HONOR. Verse 17: “Cause
thy face to SHINE UPON THY SANCTUARY that is desolate, FOR THE
LORD’S SAKE…” Verse 19: “Defer not, for thine own sake…”

5. THE GROUNDS OF PETITION IS NOT PERSONAL BUT THE
MERCIES OF GOD: Verse 18: For we do not present our supplication
before thee FOR OUR OWN RIGHTEOUSNESS, but for THY GREAT
MERCIES.”

6. A PRAYER OF IDENTFICATION:


Verse 4: “I prayed unto the Lord God and made MY
CONFESSION…”



Verse 5: “WE have sinned and committed iniquity…”
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Verse 6: “Neither have WE harkened unto thy servants the prophets.”



Verse 7: “Unto US (belongs) confusion of face…”



Verse 8: “O, Lord, to US belong confusion of face, to OUR KINGS, to
OUR PRINCES, and to OUR FATHERS because WE have sinned
against thee.”

NOW—it is important to note that Daniel is one of the few men in the Bible
never charged with guilt: Moses, Abraham, David, etc. But not Daniel. He is
“Greatly Beloved” by God. YET—he does not feel that he is somehow
“above” his people; he not say, “THEY have sinned!? No! He says “WE
have sinned.” WHY???


Because, though he had not participated in their sins, he was part of
that sinning people.



It was by identification that MOSES saved Israel (a sense of “oneness”
with them).



PAUL had that same sense of identification: Romans 9:1-4; 10:1-2.



And it was through identification that Jesus was able to save us! He
took our natures; became one with us.

The thing that often keeps us from effective intercessory prayer is the feeling
that we are somehow different from, better than, others. But the truth is:


We can (and should) identify with the sinner, because, but for the grace
of God we would be in the same condition.



We can identify with the sinning Christian because we are subject to
the same weakness and temptations, and because when one believer
fails, the Church is weakened (Mariam; Achan).

We ARE identified with needy people because we, ourselves, are so needy.
Daniel was ONE OF THESE PEOPLE, whether he liked it or not. He suffered
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their captivity, humiliation, loss of homeland, etc. So he takes his place along
side them in calling on God for mercies.

DANIEL’S PRAYERS WERE ANSWERED. But, even before the answer
there was an IMMEDIATE RESPONSE to his prayers (Vv. 20-23): “And
while I was speaking…” IMMEDIATELY! Gabriel came, etc. And what
he showed Daniel went far beyond the restoration for which he prayed.

LET’S LOOK NOW AT VERSES 24-27:

Verse 24: “Seventy WEEKS are determined (marked off; set apart with divine
purpose) upon thy people…” Now—the first thing we need to understand
about this is that these 70 WEEKS are 70 WEEKS OF YEARS. But how do we
KNOW that weeks of years are meant and not literal weeks?

(1) The word “weeks” is misleading. In the Hebrew the word
“week” is“sevens” (shabuas). There is no warrant for
interpreting it to mean 7 days (70 weeks of 7 days).
(2) The things predicted for this period DID NOT HAPPEN (and
could not have happened) in 490 days (70 literal weeks).
(3) On the other hand, HISTORY RECORDS that those things
DID happen in that given number of YEARS.
(4) The “ONE WEEK” referred to in verse 27 (which is the last of
those 70 weeks), viewed in the light of related prophecies is
clearly seen to be a 7 YEAR period!

Six things are to happen in this 490 year period (verse 24):

(1) “TO FINISH THE TRANSGRESSION”—bring an end to Israel’s
rebellion in repentance at the end of the Tribulation.
(2) “TO MAKE AN END TO SINS.” Again, Israel’s sins. Romans 26-
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27.
(3) “TO MAKE RECONCILIATION (atonement) FOR INIQUITY.” This
refers, not to Christ’s death, but to Israel’s conversion (Zech. 13).
(4) “TO BRING IN EVERLASTING RIGHTEOUSNESS.” As Israel is
converted and Christ ascends the Throne.
(5) “TO SEAL UP THE VISION AND PROPHECY.” The reference here is
not to withholding or concealing (as in Chapter 12), but to the final
fulfillment of all prophecy (to sum it all up).
(6) “TO ANOINT THE MOST HOLY.” Not CHRIST, but the TEMPLE. A
reference to the cleansing of the Temple from the defilement of the
Abomination of Desolation, making way for Christ to reign.

DANIEL DIVIDES THESE 70 WEEKS (490 years) INTO 3 PERIODS:

1. Verse 25:

“From the going forth of the command to restore

Jerusalem… shall be 7 WEEKS...and the street shall be built again,
and the wall, even in troublous times.” That is, from the time of the
decree until the walls are rebuilt will be 49 years. (Actually there were
4 decrees given to restore Jerusalem. This was probably referring to
the LAST of these, made by Artaxerxes in BC 445; Nehemiah 2:1, 7).
49 YEARS following this decree (or some decree) the walls of
Jerusalem were built in “troublous times.”
2. The 2nd period is also mentioned in verse 25: From the restoration of
Jerusalem “UNTO THE MESSIAH” would be an additional threescore
and two weeks (62 “weeks”=434 years).

Verse 26:

“And after

threescore and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off…and THE PEOPLE
OF THE PRINCE THAT SHALL COME shall destroy the city and the
sanctuary.” History confirms that this is exactly what happened.
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It is important to note that Christ would die at the hands of
“…the people of the Prince that shall come—a reference to
ANTICHRIST. Who crucified Christ? THE ROMANS. And
Antichrist is to be THE PRINCE OF THE PEOPLE who
crucified Christ. Again showing that he will come from the
OLD ROMAN EMPIRE.

3. The 3rd division is referred to in verse 27: “And he (Antichrist) shall
confirm the covenant (treaty) with many (Israel) for ONE WEEK…” (7
years).

Note that the 62 weeks (434 years) followed the 7 weeks (49 years)
IMMEDIATELY. BUT—the final week (70th) does NOT follow the 69th
immediately. How do we know this?

(1) Because these things were “determined” for Israel/Jerusalem. At the
end of the 62 weeks Jerusalem was destroyed and God ceased His
direct dealings with Israel (Matt. 24; Romans 11).

Not until the

rapture takes place will God begin to work directly with Israel again
and this final week will begin.
(2) Throughout Daniel and Revelation, the TRIBULATION is seen as a
seven week period, divided into two parts. This conforms in every
detail to what is said here about this 70th week. It will continue (verse
27) “…even until the CONSUMATION…”
(3) None of these 6 things decreed for this 490 years (verse 24) has yet
happened—and WILL NOT until the last 7 years have come.
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The Heart of Prophecy
Study Eight

THE PRAYERS OF DANIEL and THE
BATTLES IN THE HEAVENLIES
(Chapter 10)
Chapter 10 brings us to Daniel’s 4th and final vision. That vision, the things
that led to it and the things which follow it, are contained in chapters 10-12—
which are a unit.
The vision came (verse 1) in the 3rd year of Cyrus, King of Persia, 2 years after
the captivity had ended and the first contingent of Jews had returned to
Jerusalem. This was some 5 or more years after the fall of Babylon—which
came in the 68th year of the captivity.

Apparently Daniel chose not to go back to Jerusalem (position, age, etc.) In
1:21 we learn that “Daniel continued even to the 1st year of King Cyrus…”
Maybe he retired from government service at that point (being about 90 years
old). At any rate, he was still in Babylon, and still spiritually active these two
yrs later.

Notice in the middle of verse 1: “But the time appointed (for the fulfillment of
the vision) was LONG.”

Which seems to mean that it has to do with

something in the distant future (and that was true). But there is something
more here: the first hint of the CONTENT of the vision. The word translated
“long” here, in the Hebrew means “GREAT!” And the AMP renders it: “And
the word was true and it referred to GREAT TRIBULATION (and
wretchedness”). The LB: “It concerned events certain to happen in the
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FUTURE: times of GREAT TRIBULATION and WARS and SORROWS.” This
tells of the NATURE OF THE VISION Daniel received on this occasion.

From verses 2 & 3, and verse 12, we learn what precipitated the vision” 3
weeks of FASTING AND PRAYER (“mourning”). Note that he “set” his heart
to “understand” (the full import of the previous visions—God’ future plans
for his people), AND “chastened” (humbled; denied) himself before God.”


There is much that might be said about this. If we REALLY want to
understand divine truth, there is a way! If we “hunger and thirst” we
will be filled.

But we must, like Daniel, “…set our hearts to

understand!”
Verse 4, the vision came on the 24th day of the 1st month. This meant his time
of prayer had been during and beyond the annual Feast of Passover. His
observance of the annual festival was to him more than mere ceremony. If we
want more out of our relationship with God we have to put more into it!

The vision (verse 4) came to Daniel by the River Hiddekel (Tigris). Daniel
remembers vividly where he was! (And we tend to recall readily our special
encounters with God).

So we come to the vision itself: What he saw first (verse 5) was a GLORIOUS
FIGURE: “A CERTAIN MAN (in appearance) clothed in linen, with a sash of
fine gold about him. His skin shone like beryl (“A Golden Luster”), his eyes
were like lamps of fire, is arms and feet like polished brass. (THAT would get
your attention).


Though we are not told who this extraordinary persona was, it may
have been the same ONE seen by John on Patmos (Rev. 1): THE
GLORIFIED CHRIST.
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When John saw that vision he fell as a dead man before him. It had the same
effect on Daniel:


Verse 7 says that Daniel was not alone when this vision came. The
men with him did not see the vision, but were nonetheless deeply
affected: “A great quaking fell on them so that they fled to hide
themselves.” What made them flee? Maybe just sensing that presence;
maybe what they saw in the face of Daniel.



Read verses 8-9.

IF the person of verse 5 was Christ, in verse 10 another being is introduced
into the scene. As Daniel lies on his face before the Lord, a hand is laid on
him—the hand of THE ARCHANGEL GABRIEL. He helps him up on his
hands and knees. He tells him that he is “greatly loved by the Lord.” (A
timely reassurance, don’t you think?) He is told to stand upright, which he
does, trembling. The angel then tells him (verse 12) that his prayers were
heard “FROM THE FIRST DAY”--but the answer was delayed because of
Satanic forces.


Remember: Delay doesn’t mean God hasn’t heard. Delay doesn’t
mean He isn’t concerned. Often the delay is caused by the very thing
referenced here: SATANIC INTERFERENCE! (Thus the need to
“Pray Through!”)

NOW—here in verse 13 we have introduced a truth, a fact which is not new to
most of us but one which needs to be better understood—namely, the presence
and activity of angels in the affairs of both the kingdom of God and the
kingdoms of this world. (Read verses 13-31):
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Notice first (verse 13) the reference to “THE PRINCE OF THE
KINGDOM OF PERSIA.” The word “PRINCE” is the Hebrew word
“SAR” (a chief ruler).



This “being” is identified by Paul in Ephesians 6:12: “We WRESTLE
against…PRINCIPALITIES…POWERS…RULERS...darkness of this
world, against WICKED SPIRITS in the heavenly realm (supernatural
world; spirit world).”



We read in verse 20 of “THE PRINCE OF GRECIA”—a different
“chief” spirit.



In Ezekiel 28 we read of THE KING OF TYRE (evidently also a
supernatural being—and type of Satan).

And I am of the firm conviction that EVERY NATION (good and bad) has its
CONTROLLING ANGEL/SPIRIT.


There is a reason HITLER behaved as he did. There is a reason Stalin
murdered tens of millions of his own people. There is a reason OUR
OWN GOVERNEMNT makes so many foolish mistakes (seemingly bent
on self-destruction). Read Isaiah 19-15.



Rev. 16;13, three unclean spirits go forth from mouths of Dragon,
Beast, False Prophet to kings of whole earth to gather them to battle
(Armageddon).

Again, Paul said, “WE WRESTLE...” And we DO! But thank God we do not
wrestle ALONE! We have some powerful allies in the Spirit realm!


One of them is GABRIEL.

From 8:16 we learn that Gabriel is

probably the angel of this vision. He was the one previously sent to
give understanding to Daniel. Again, in 9:21 (Vision of 70 Weeks), it
is Gabriel that comes to interpret the vision.
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Remember it was Gabriel who came to Zachariah with the news of a
son to be named John.



And it was Gabriel who brought news to the Virgin Mary.



Gabriel seems to be THE CHIEF OF GOD’S INFORMATION
BUREAU.

BUT—there is another “good” angel mentioned in this scene. His name is
MICHAEL. He is also an ARCHANGEL:


Verse 13 calls him “…one of the CHIEF PRINCES.” Just as there are
“RULERS” of evil spirits, there are also “RULERS” OF GOD’S
ANGELIC HOSTS!

While Gabriel seems to be the Angel of Information, MICHAEL was a
WARRIOR. Jude verse 9 says Michael fought with Satan over the body of
Moses.

As there were EVIL PRINCES over PERSIA, GREECE & TYRE, God had
assigned this mighty angelic warrior, Michael, to GUARD ISRAEL:


In Daniel 12:1 we are told that at the time of the end “Michael shall
STAND UP; the great prince which standeth for the Children of thy
people.”



It was Michael who came to help Gabriel break through the host of the
Prince of Persia (10:13).



Verse 21, speaking of the coming conflict with the PRINCE OF
GRECIA, Gabriel says: “There is none that holdeth with me in these
things but MICHAEL YOUR PRINCE.”



Rev, 12:7 (Mid Tribulation), “And there was WAR IN HEAVEN:
MICHAEL and HIS ANGELS fought against the DRAGON (Satan);
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and the dragon fought against his (Michael’s) angels and prevailed
not.” (Michael WON!)

I believe that every significant victory won by Israel in modern times, and
every victory she will win in the future is because MICHAEL HER PRINCE
will “stand up” for her!

(Remember 1 angel destroyed 180 Assyrians.

Michael???)

Verse 14 Gabriel tells Daniel that he had come (in response to his prayers):
“To make thee understand what shall befall thy people in the LATTER DAYS:
for yet the vision is for many days (in the future).”

(We will see the

significance of this next week).

Again Daniel is deeply affected (verses 15-17).

Not so much by the

appearance of the angel as by the information he gave him: “And when he
had SPOKEN SUCH WORDS unto me, I set my face toward the ground and
became dumb.”

Notice that 3 times in the course of this traumatic experience AN ANGEL
COMES AND STRENGTHENS DANIEL: Verses 10, 16, 18. I think the
message is clear: WOE to the person who tries to face the future before us
without the help of God!

As yet we know nothing of WHAT Gabriel told Daniel about the future. That
is the subject of Chapter 11, beginning at verse 2: the great climax of all
prophetic revelation!
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The Heart of Prophecy
Study Nine

ANTICHRIST REVEALED
(Chapter 11)
Daniel 11 is a continuation of chapter 10 (10-12 a unit). The angel that has
been instructing Daniel (Gabriel) continues to speak in 11:1 (read).

He now

tells Daniel (verse 2) there will be 3 Persian kings (following Darius, verse 1).
History records that these were CYRUS (Ahasuerus of Ezra 4:6), CAMBYSES
(Artexerxes of Ezra 4:7, DARIUS (of Ezra 4:24). The angel says (continuing
in verse 2) that a 4th will follow who will be richer, and thus stronger, than his
predecessors and will STIR UP PERSIA against GREECE—but he will not
prevail (Ram/He-goat).

There is a lapse between verses 2-3 of 150 years (480-331 BC). Then (verse
3), a “mighty king” will rule with “great dominion.” This “mighty king” is
ALEXANDER THE GREAT. He will “…do according to his will…” but his
reign will be brief (13 years). His kingdom will be “broken” (verse 4), and
divided into 4 parts, “…not to his posterity…” but to “…others beside
those”—namely 4 generals (Cassander over Greece; Lysimachus over Asia
Minor; Seleucus over Syria; Ptolemy over Egypt as seen in chapter 8).

Beginning at verse 5 (through verse 35) we have the record of a series of wars
between 2 divisions of the broken Grecian empire, called “The King of the
North” (Syria) and “The King of the South” (Egypt). These wars cover a span
of about 150-175 years. (I will do no more than try to give you the briefest
possible account of this period; briefly what happened is this):

1. During the years between 323-175 BC there were a succession of battles
between the Syrian king (Seleucus Necator) and his successors, and the King
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of Egypt (Ptolemy I) and his successors. It is a story of intrigue, treachery,
intermarriages, one prevailing for a time and then the other—a most interesting
period of history (of which I could give you a more detailed account, but it
wouldn’t serve the purpose of this study).

2. From 175-164 BC (the period described in verses 21-31) one of the most
important figures in all of history (as it relates to Israel & prophecy) ruled in
Syria: Antiochous Epiphanes (the “glorious one”). He is such a perfect type of
the end-time Antichrist that they are often confused:


Verse 21: He is called a “vile” person.



Verse 21: The “honor of the kingdom” is not given him. That is, the
throne was not rightfully his; it was obtained by treachery (in league
with other kings).



He will make two excursions into Egypt, the first spoken of in verse 25.
By treachery he will gain control (verse 26). He and the Egyptian king
will try outsmart each other at the conference table(verse 27: “…they
shall speak lies at one table…”).



Verse 28 tells how as he returns from Egypt, he attacks Jerusalem:
“…his heart shall be against the holy covenant…”

History records

that he killed 80,000 Jews, took 40,000 captive, and sold 40,000 into
slavery.


Verse 29 tells of his second invasion of Egypt. This time the Roman
fleet came to Egypt’s aid: verse 30, “…the ships of Chittim shall come
against him…” “GRIEVED” (frustrated) he takes out his anger on
Jerusalem. This is when he commited the infamous act of building an
altar to Jupiter on the sacred altar in the Temple and there sacrificed a
sow.

This is called (verse 31) “The abomination which makes

desolate” and foreshadows the “abomination” spoken of by Jesus in
Matt. 24.
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There are two significant things about this record:

(1) IT IS HISTORY WRITTEN IN ADVANCE. There does not exist a
more accurate record of this period of time. So detailed is this account
that may writers insist that it could not have been written by Daniel
(remember: Daniel lived 400 years before some of these events). Here
is one of the great proofs of the inspiration of the Scriptures.

(2) As stated, this KING OF THE NORTH (especially Antiochus) is a
STRIKING TYPE OF THE LAST WORLD RULER: ANTICHRIST.

Verses 32-33 describe the time from Antiochus through the inter-testament
period and on to the end of the age:


Verse 32, those who do “wickedly” (apostate Jews) he will “corrupt by
flatteries” But “…the people that do know their God shall be strong
and do exploits”—perhaps a reference to the exploits of the good
priest Matthias and his sons who withstood the Syrians (166-147). In
165 BC, Matthias’ son, Judas, captured Jerusalem, purified the Temple
and restored the daily sacrifices. The MACCABEANS continued in
control until succeeded by the HERODS in 47 BC.



Verse 33 says that Israel will “…fall by the SWORD, and by FLAME,
by CAPTIVITY, and by SPOIL, MANY DAYS (now 2,000 years). The
purpose of all this (verse 35) will be “…to purge, and to make
white…” And this is to continue “…even to the time of the END”—it
is “yet for a TIME APPOINTED” (of God).

Now we come (verse 36) to the GRAND CLIMAX of the book—the one point
toward which the unfolding revelation has been moving.
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At the “time of the end” (verse 35), another “King of the North” comes to
power. Notice that verse 36 speaks of “THE” king—seeming to indicate that
we KNOW this man. And that is, of course, true (chapters 2, 7, 8). The
comparisons are undeniable.

Almost all evangelical Bible scholars agree that this is ANTICHRIST. But—
many, for reasons unknown to me, take a curious turn in interpretation at this
point. To this point, with unerring consistency, we have two persons in view:
the King of the North (Syria); the King of the South (Egypt).


Now—it is not stated that Antiochus is the King of the North (Syria),
but we know from history he was (it is undisputed). Likewise, the
King of verse 36 is not called the King of the North, but it is the only
logical conclusion.



Why, then, should the angel suddenly stop talking about SYRIA and
begin (as some teachers insist) talking about RUSSIA, or ROME, or
some other country?

The fact is, ANTICHRIST, as the KING OF THE NORTH, is the whole point
of the vision. Remember the progression of the vision in chapters 2, 7, and 8.
In chapter 7 we saw TEN KINGDOMS (Horns). In chapter 8 the vision the
focus is narrowed from FOUR to TWO. Here in chapter 11 it narrows to ONE:
THE KING OF THE NORTH (Syria)—thus showing us the area from which
Antichrist comes. (Let me give you PROOF that Russia is NOT the King of
the North: read verse 44. Since he is attacked from the NORTH, he
cannot be the king of the north, because there is no nation north of Russia.

Now let us take another look at this man as described by the angel in this
passage:

(1) Verse 36, he “shall do according to HIS will…”
control).
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(have absolute

(2) Verse 36, he will MAGNIFIY HIMSELF above every god (including
the One True God).
(3) Verse 36, he will “SPEAK MARVELLOUS THINGS” (one of his
marks we have already seen).
(4) Verse 36, he will “PROSPER” (be successful in his designs) “till the
indignation be accomplished…” God also has a design. He will
“accomplish” his two-fold purpose for this judgment: purge Israel;
destroy the wicked”—“for that that is determined shall be done.”
(5) Verse 37, he won’t regard “the God (gods) of his fathers...”


Some say that means he is a JEW (Ab/Isaac); he will be a
counterfeit Christ.



Some translate it “the gods of his fathers”—making him a Gentile.



Dr. Scofield: “An apostate, but not from Judaism; 9:26 says Christ
was crucified by the people of the prince that shall come
(Romans).”

(6) Verse 37, he won’t regard “…the desire of women...”


Jewish women desiring to give birth to the Messiah (“The
DESIRE of all nations”).



No mercy on women: “Woe to those with child.”



No desire for companionship with women (homosexual).

(7) Verse 38, he will “…honor the god of FORCES…” Nature
(pantheisim), munitions, fortresses (military might); the State.
(8) Verse 37, he will not “regard ANY GOD…” but will exalt himself
above all gods (II Thessa. 2; Rev. 13).
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(9) Verse 39, he will turn to a “strange god…” (the False Prophet; demon
forces) for help in conquering “strongholds.” AMP: “And he shall
deal with the STRONGEST FORTRESSES by help of a foreign god…”


That he will “divide the land for gain (verse 39) may mean that he
will reward his allies by giving them part of the land. The AMP
says: “Those who acknowledge him he shall magnify with glory
and honor, and he shall cause them to RULE OVER MANY, and
shall divide the land for a price.” (The price of their cooperation).

(10) Verse 40, he will be ATTACKED BY EGYPT, but he will resist like
a whirlwind with chariots, horsemen, and many ships. He will invade and
overwhelm many countries.
(11) Verse 42, at that point he will INVADE ISRAEL:

“…THE

GLORIOUS LAND…” But some will escape: Edom, Moab, and Ammon
(Egypt will not escape). Why will Edom, Moab and Ammon escape?
That is where God will hide Israel during the Tribulation. In Isa. 16:1-4,
both Edom (called Sela) and Moab are mentioned as hiding Israel.

(12) Verse 43: he will control all monetary systems. He will “have power
treasures of gold and silver.”

(13) Verse 44, he will be attacked from the NORTH (Russia) and this will
enrage him and precipitate a great destruction.

(14) Verse 45, he will set up his throne in Jerusalem: “…he shall plant the
tabernacle of his palace between the seas in the glorious holy
mountain.”

(15) Verse 45, “YET he shall come to his end, and none shall help him.”
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The Heart of Prophecy
Study Ten

THE FINAL VISION
(Chapter 12)
Chapter 12 opens with the words, “And AT THAT TIME shall MICHAEL stand
up…”


At WHAT time? At the time referred to in the last verses of
chapter 11 (36-45), particularly verse 45: “And HE (Antichrist)
shall plant the tabernacle of his palace...in the glorious holy
mountain….”

“And AT THAT TIME shall Michael stand up…” We met Michael in 10:13 as
he came to the aid of Gabriel, and again in 10:21 as Gabriel declares that
Michael alone stands with him in the battle with satanic forces. As we pointed
out, Gabriel’s is a MESSENGER OF GOD (The Angel of Information), while
Michael’s assignment is HOLY WARFARE:


Jude 9 says he is an ARCHANGEL and FOUGHT SATAN over the
body of Moses.



Rev. 12:7 (in midst of Tribulation) he will again fight satan for
control of the heavens and will cast him down.

In this verse we read that at the very END he will “STAND UP.” He is called
a “GREAT PRINCE” (angel; spirit prince) which “standeth up (fights) for the
children of thy people (Daniel’s people; Israel).”

“AT THAT TIME” there shall be a TIME OF TROUBLE (verse 1) such as
there never was since there was a nation even to that same time…”
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In Matt. 24:21 we read almost identical words: “For there shall be
GREAT TRIBULATION, such as was NOT FROM THE BEGINNING
OF THE WORLD to this time, NO, nor ever shall be.”



The details of this unprecedented time of trouble is the subject matter
of Rev. 6-19.



It is called (Jeremiah 30:7) the “TIME OF JACOB’S TROUBLE”
(Israel’s). It will affect the whole world, but its main purpose centers
upon Israel (Jonah in boat).

“AT THAT ITME (verse 1)…thy people shall be DELIVERED, and everyone
that shall be found written in the BOOK.”


There will be a time of severe trouble for Israel, but it is trouble with a
GOOD PURPOSE, and with A GOOD OUTCOME (“DELIVERED”):
Jeremiah 30:7-11; Ezekiel 20:34-38; 22:17-22; Zech. 13:9; Mal. 3:13.



The result of all this is described in Isaiah 66:8: “Who hath heard such
a thing? Who hath seen such things? Shall the earth be made to bring
forth in ONE DAY? Or shall a NATION BE BORN AT ONCE? For as
soon as ZION (Israel) TRAVAILED she brought forth her children.”
This will be a NATIONAL REVIVAL: Ezek 36:24-27; 37:7-14.

BUT (still) this is not ALL Israel. It is only that remnant which responds to
chastisement, and (verse 1), “everyone…written in the BOOK!” (This is the
“BOOK” referred to in Mal. 3:16: “Then they that feared the Lord…”

Verse 2: And many of them which sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake,
some to everlasting life, some to shame and everlasting contempt.” The Angel
of Information says that “at that time” there will be a RESURRECTION.
The KJV seems to say it will be a GENERAL RESURRECTION (good and
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bad), but a careful study of the NT reveals no such resurrection. Actually,
there will be several resurrections:


The resurrection of CHRIST (I Cor. 15:22, “firstfruits”);



A number of OT SAINTS (Matt. 27:52-53);



The resurrection of those IN CHRIST (I Thessa. 4:16);



The TIBULATION SAINTS, along with the Old Testament SAINTS
(Dan. 12:2; Rev. 20:4; Isa. 26:19. Some say OT saints are raised with
the Church, but only those “IN CHRIST” will be raised then.

One more word concerning the resurrection:

there are SEVERAL

RESURRECTIONS, but only TWO KINDS:


The “FIRST RESURRECTION” (Rev. 20:5-6); it is also called: “The
resurrection of the JUST…the resurrection of LIFE…a BETTER
resurrection…a resurrection OUT OF THE DEAD (implying not all
raised).” All of these are part of the FIRST RESURRECTION.



The RESURRECTION OF DAMNATION (John 5:29; Daniel 12:2).
But neither of these passages teach a GENERAL RESURRECTION
(all raised at once). An expanded translation of Daniel 12:2 reads:
“And (at that time) many (of thy people) shall awake (or be separated)
OUT FROM AMONG THE SLEEPERS in the earth dust. Those (who
awake) shall be unto life everlasting, but those (who do not awake at
that time) shall be unto shame and contempt everlasting.” Jewish
scholars have confirmed this translation.

Verse 3: “And they that be WISE (understand and live according to the truth)
shall shine as the brightness of the firmament (will reflect the glory of God as
they rule and reign with Him in His kingdom): and they that turn many to
righteousness (through their faith and witness) as STARS forever and ever.”
(Movie “stars” a misnomer). What a glorious future awaits the faithful!
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Verse 4: But thou, O Daniel, SHUT UP THE WORDS, and SEAL THEBOOK,
even to THE TIME OF THE END…” “The message is not for your day, but
for a distant time—the time of the END.


Rev. 22:10 (the angel tells John):

“Seal NOT the sayings of the

prophecy of this book: for the TIME IS AT HAND.”


The “BOOK” has now been UNSEALED for the LAST DAYS. And
as we approach the LAST OF THE LAST DAYS the message will
become increasingly clearer:



In fact, that is indicated in the following words in this verse: “…many
shall run to and fro and knowledge shall be increased.” The common
interpretation of these words is that there will be an INCREASE OF
TRAVEL AND KNOWLEDGE. And that seems to be true: Travel at
speed of sound; space travel; technology; high school grads now more
knowledge than a PHD a century ago. But I doubt that this is the
primary meaning of this verse: AMP: “Then many shall run to and
fro and sear4ch anxiously (through the Book) and knowledge (of God’s
purpose as revealed by His prophets) shall be increased and become
great!” The believing Jew will yearn to understand prophetic truth and
it will be opened to them. I think this will be true of Christians prior
to time of rapture as well.

Verses 5-7 reveal the TIME FRAME of these end time events (read):


Verse 7: “TIME, TIMES, HALF TIME (3 ½ years. 7:25 saints given
over to Antichrist time, times, dividing of times. Rev. 12:14 Israel
hidden same period.



Nothing could be clearer than the fact that Antichrist’s reign of terror
(full control) and thus the GREAT TRIBULATION will last for 3 ½
years.
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The whole period of the Tribulation will be SEVEN YEARS: 9:27: “And
he shall confirm the covenant with many for ONE WEEK (7 years; “70th
Week”): and in the midst (middle) of the week she shall cause the sacrifice
of the oblation to cease, and for the overspreading, he shall make it
desolate.”

The 7 year period begins when Antichrist comes on the world scene a s
HARBINGER OF PEACE (Rev. 6:2, White Horse). There will follow
WAR, PESTILENCE, EARTHQUAKES, CONVULSIONS OF NATURE.
But at the same time, a time of relative prosperity as he consolidates his
control over this world. When he has established his power base, he will
enter the Temple, declare himself to be God, and the GREAT
TRIBUALTION WILL BEGIN (which will last 3 ½ years).

This same time frame is confirmed in Rev. 13;5 where told Antichrist’s
rule will last 42 months (3 ½ years), and in Rev. 12:6 where told it will be
1260 days (42 months of 30 days).

Verse 11 introduces another time element: “And from the time that the
daily sacrifice shall be taken away, and the abomination that maketh
desolate set up, there shall be A THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED AND
NINETHY DAYS.” And verse 12 indicates still another period: “Blessed
is he that waiteth and cometh to the THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED
AND FIVE AND THIRTY DAYS.”

What these last two times reference mean, I DON’T KNOW—and I don’t
know anyone that DOES know. We can all SPECUALTE: we may be
right and we may be wrong. I will share some thoughts with you:
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There will be a clean up time necessary before the Kingdom begins:
Rev. 19:17; Ezekiel 39:12-13 (7 months). Daniel 2: wind blows chaff
away.



Erection of Millennial Temple: Ezek. 40:43; Zech. 6:12-13.



The gathering of the nations to judgment and setting up the kingdom:
Matt. 25:31-36.



1260 days to end of Tribulation; 1290 days to restoration of Jews
(revival); 1335 days to beginning of Millennium.

When Daniel received the information of verse 7 (that the terrible of trouble
would last 3 ½ years), he didn’t understand, so (verse 8) he asks another
question: “O Lord, what shall be the end of these things?” God’s reply: “I’m
not going to tell you!” “The words are closed up and sealed till the time of the
end.” All He would tell him was:

(1) It would be a time of PURGING AND TESTING (verse 10). A time
in which the wicked in their ignorance of God would grow more
wicked, and the wise (those who receive the truth) will understand and
be saved even in the midst of the fire (3 Hebrews).
(2) He is to REST (verse 13). He is to COMMIT THE FUTURE TO
GOD. But, he will NOT BE LEFT OUT of this great of triumph of
God’s people. He will “Stand” in his “lot” in the end of days. He
will be part of that resurrection group of 12:2, and thus part of the
Kingdom when it comes.


And the Christian has an even BETTER HOPE! If we die
we will REST until He comes for His Church, we will be
with Him during the Tribulation, and then return to fight
the Battle of Armageddon and THEN ENTER THE
KINGDOM!
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The Heart of Prophecy
Studies 11 & 12

THE FINAL TRIUMPH OF ISRAEL
The Prophecies of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel
and Zechariah
To speak of The Final Triumph of Israel is to invite skepticism if not outright
ridicule from many! Unbelievers deny it. Even some believers doubt it!

Politically speaking, not only is the Triumph of Israel in doubt—so is even her
survival!

At this moment, humanly speaking, Israel is in a perilous situation. Never, so
far as I know, has any nation been marked for annihilation as Israel has. From
the moment of her rebirth (1948) the primary aim of most of her neighbors has
been to destroy her. And, aside from the help of God, they would have
succeeded long ago!


The U. S. is her only true ally—and some of our leaders are wavering
(in fact, some are downright hostile).



The UN always stands with her enemies.

Now—this opposition (hatred of Israel) is well-documented both in history and
in prophecy:


Pharaoh, Assyria, Babylon, Haman (Romans, Turks, Hitler, Islam)



Zechariah 12:3



Zech. 14:1-2
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Ezekiel 38 (Gog and his Islamic horde are part of that "all" which will
include the "Kings of The East", etc.)



Daniel 12:1

BUT WHY? Why this hatred? Well—it has nothing to do with LAND (there
is plenty of land in the Middle East for the “Palestinians”). It has nothing to do
with RELIGION (Judaism vs. Islam):


This ancient hatred dates all the way back to Ishmael & Esau.



But even that is not the REAL reason. This hatred is SATANIC (and
therefore demonic). It is the devil’s attempt to prevent the coming of
the Messiah—and that is STILL the thing behind it:

ISRAEL IS

DESTINED TO RULE OVER THIS WORLD WITH THEIR
MESSIAH (along with the Church).

The devil knows this and is

determined to prevent it.

Everything that has happened to Israel from the day of her birth as a nation (in
Egypt) is by GOD’S DESIGN. You say, “I thought it the work of the
devil!” But the fact is, the devil could never have harmed Israel except for
their disobedience. As long as they walked in fellowship with God, they were
invincible (Numbers 23-24).

God promised them TOTAL UNCEASING

BLESSEDNESS if they would OBEY HIM!

He also promised

UNSPEAKABLE TROUBLE if they did not (Deut. 28).

He brought them into their Promised Land and decreed with an
INALTERABLE DECREE (an unconditional promise) that the land would be
theirs forever (Two facts are necessary in order to understand God's dealings
with Israel: The are CHOSEN of God; the Land is to be theirs FOREVER).
BUT—if they were going to dwell in the land and enjoy their inheritance they
would have to OBEY HIS LAWS!
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They turned away almost immediately. And, to make a long story short, He
worked with them for centuries, wooing and warning, loving and chastening—
until, finally, he had to remove them from the land altogether.

Then He brought them back—but they STILL didn’t serve Him. Finally, when
He sent His own Son to them and they rejected Him, He had them totally
destroyed as a nation!

But before this happened, for several hundred years (in fact, from the start) He
told them through His Prophets of a day when His love would prevail (Hosea
14:4); Israel would truly repent and turn to God and at long last all the
wonderful things God had intended for them would come to them!

Now—in these lessons we will look at 8 things we know about ISRAEL’S
FUTURE

FINAL

TRIUMPH.

I

am

going

to

share

MANY

Scriptures with you—without a lot of commentary (I have cited many more
than we will have time to consider, but I wanted to reference them for you--so
that you can study them for yourselves, if you are so inclined).

I

THE NATION OF ISRAEL IS GOING TO SURVIVE

Never doubt it!

NOTHING is going to destroy them: not Iran, Hamas,

Hezbolah, UN, Jimmy Carter!

THAT is God’s promise: Isaiah 54:17, “NO weapon that is formed against
thee shall prosper…” Verse 15: “…whosoever shall gather together against
thee shall FALL for thy sake.” Deut. 32:10; Zech. 2:8. ("Apple of Eye").

This survival has nothing to do with their superior intelligence, or their
remarkable military might, or the astounding resilience (in face of impossible
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odds). It has only to do with the Purpose and Promise of God: Jeremiah
31:35-37; 33:20-22, 25-26.

Not only has Israel’s enemies tried to destroy her, at times she has sought to
destroy herself through ASSIMILATION (integration)—but God would not
allow it: Ezekiel 20:32-34. (Taves; Madelyn Albright).


Historian Arnold Toynbee wrote: “As for long life, THE JEW LIVES
ON—the same peculiar people today, long after the Phoenicians and
Philistines have lost their identity. Their ancient Syriac neighbors have
gone into the melting pot and have been reminted with new images and
superscriptions, while ISRAEL HAS PROVED IMPERVIOUS TO THIS
ALCHEMY.” (How many Hittites, Jebusites, Philistines do you know?)

When the kingdoms of this world have been demolished—ISRAEL WILL
LIVE ON—and ON, and ON—stronger and more glorious than ever.

II ISRAEL WILL BE REGATHERED TO THEIR LAND

And we have lived to see that MIRACLE!

Consider a few of the MANY Scriptures that state that state this improbable
fact:


Deut. 30:1-5.



Isaiah 11: 10-16



Isaiah 14:1



Isaiah 43:5-6



Isaiah 44:26



Isaiah 49:8-9, 12-22



Isaiah 58:12
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Ezekiel 36:10-2, 24, 28, 34



Ezekiel 37:12 (BB)

Much of this has already happened--in our lifetime, though there will be future
gatherings:

For generations people have doubted and denied that this would ever
happen. But along about the early 1800’s GOD (there is no other way to
explain it) began to illumine the minds and stir the hearts of people
(Preachers and Statesmen alike) to promote the cause of Israel’s return to the
land.

In an era when there was little understanding of, and even less

appreciation for, prophetic truth, at a time when those who thought about it at
all rejected the notion that Israel ever would or ever could return to their land,
a virtual “Who’s Who” of world leaders began with one voice to call for the
establishment of a JEWISH STATE: Oliver Cromwell, Wm Blackstone, John
Milton, Roger Williams, John Adams, to name just a few.

During the mid-1800s a serious migration of Jews back to the land began.
By this time there were more Jews in Jerusalem than any other nationality (for
1st time in 1,700 yrs). Between 1880 and 1903 the 1st ALIYHA occurred
(“Aliyha” is Hebrew for immigration and literally means “going up” (to Zion).
At that time 25,000 Jews came back to the land—mostly from Russia.
Between 1904 and 1914 there was a SECOND ALIYHA—also from Russia and
Eastern Europe. They were fleeing a massive campaign of slaughter which
continued for some 20 years (1800-1900).

In this second migration more than a million Jews left Russia and Eastern
Europe.

Most of them came to the USA, but some 50,000, despite

immigration restrictions, were able to settle in Palestine and some of them
were able to purchase land. The selling of land to Jews was restricted by the
Turkish authorities, but because the Jews were willing to pay exorbitant prices
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(which they were able to do because they were helped by wealthy Europeans:
Rothchilds), the restrictions were ignored. Even wealthy Arabs sold land to
them.

These two waves of immigrants were followed by several others,

totaling 650,000 by 1948. By 1950 the Jewish population of the land was
more than one million.

The Prophets had foreseen this: Jeremiah 16:14-16.


The first part of this prophecy was fulfilled by the Zionist Movement.
The Zionist movement, though secular in nature, was doubtless the
work of God. In 1896 a young journalist in Vienna, Theodor Hertzel,
wrote a book The Jewish State—An Attempt at a Modern Solution to
the Jewish Question. This book, along with others, challenged Jews
around the world to return to Israel. In 1897 the 1st Zionist Conference
met in Basil, Switzerland, where, among other historic acts a JEWISH
FLAG and NATIONAL ANTHEM were adopted.

The Zionists became God’s FISHERS. Before War II they traveled all over
Europe to Jewish communities. They went through Poland, Germany, Austria,
Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Romania, urging them to come back to
Palestine. Some responded. But it was a limited response. Most Jews were at
home in their respective lands, and well-content to remain there.

So, the FISHERS having failed, God sent the HUNTERS. The “Hunters”
were the Nazis. They HUNTED them out of the Ghettos, attics, cellars, and
sewers, until 6 million had perished. Then, stunned, broken, homeless and
penniless, THEY HEADED BACK TO THE LAND.

III BOTH THE PEOPLE AND THE LAND WILL GREATLY
PROSPER
Here are some remarkable passages:
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Isaiah 4:2-3



Isaiah 25:6-7



Isaiah 26:1-2



Isaiah 27:6



Isaiah 30:14-26



Isaiah 33:17-24



Isaiah 35:1-10



Isaiah 40:1-11



Isaiah 42:10-16



Isaiah 49:5-26



Isaiah 51:9-11



Isaiah 52:1, 8-10



Isaiah 54:19-20



Isaiah 60



Isaiah 61:4-9



Isaiah 62



Isaiah 65:8-10



Isaiah 66:12-14



Ezekiel 36:6-12

IV THEY WILL TURN TO GOD AND EXPERIENCE
SPIRITUAL RENEWAL


Isaiah 4:4-6



Isaiah 59:20-21



Isaiah 66:8-9



Zechariah 13:1-6



Zechariah 14:16-18



Ezekiel 36:25-37
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Ezekiel 37



Ezekiel 39:22-29



Deut. 30:6-9



Isaiah 27:8-9



Romans 11:25-27

V

THEY WILL BE HONORED AND HELPED BY THOSE

NATIONS

THAT

HAVE

FORMERLY

HATED

BECOME

CENTER

AND

MISUSED THEM


Isaiah 14:1-2



Isaiah 56:8



Isaiah 60:1-12, 14-16



Isaiah 61:4-11, 19-21

VI

JERUSALEM

WILL

A

OF

WORSHIP FOR THE WHOLE WORLD


Isaiah 2:2



Isaiah 56:6-6



Jeremiah 3:17-18



Zechariah 14:16-19

VIII

THE WILL EVANGELIZE THE REMOTE REGIONS

OF THE WORLD


Isaiah 2:3



Isaiah 66:1-21
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VII THEY WILL (WITH THEIR MESSIAH/OUR CHRIST)
REIGN

OVER

ALL

THE

EARTH

AND

WE

(THE

REDEEMED IN CHRIST) WILL REIGN WITH THEM


Isaiah 3:1-2



Jeremiah 30:8-9, 21



Ezekiel 34:23-24



Ezekiel 37:24-34



Hosea 3:4-5



Matt. 19:27-29



Luke 22:29-30



Rev. 3:21; 20:4



Psalm 47

The hierarchy will be: Christ will reign over all the earth. David will be his
Regent. The Saints will reign with them. Israel, as God's Kingdom of Priests
will reign over the nations.
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